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Plants are usually affected by many biotic stress factors which can reduce plant photosynthesis system e.g. plants 

diseases. Normally, intensive growing systems are based on using pesticides to control diseases spreading. However, it 

has toxic and harmful effect on environment. Besides, pathogens can become resistant to different chemicals. Due to 

this reason, it promotes to search and implement new control strategies and technologies in horticulture 

Light is essential factor which has impact on whole plant photosynthesis and development. Light emitting diodes 

(LEDs) lighting has a wide range of technological possibilities to control main plants physiological processes [1]. This 

type of lighting can provide a possibility to apply a corresponding wavelength, change light intensity or to save up 

energy costs [2]. The experiments with LEDs have claimed a positive effect on photosynthesis intensity and growth [3] 

[4]. 

Grey mould (Botrytis cinerea) can infect many horticultural plants. It is necrotrophic and one of the most 

pathogenic fungi in horticulture [5]. Strawberry (Fragaria x annanasa) cv. ‘Deluxe’ are important commercial crop, 

which characterized by high antioxidants and mineral content [6]. There is no many researchers and evaluations how 

LEDs can affect photosynthesis respond and optical properties in plants. 

The aim of this study was to establish light conditions effect on strawberry cv. ‘Deluxe’ photosynthesis system and 

optical properties respond in grey mould (Botrytis cinerea) pathogenicity/ effect. The experiment was conducted in 

Institute of Horticulture, Lithuanian Research Centre for Agricultural and Forestry. All plants were grown in closed 

environment chamber under LED lighting modules ‘Heliospectra RX30’ (HelioSpectra) and high-pressure sodium 

lamps ‘SON-T Agro’ (Phillips). Day and night temperatures 21/17 °C, relative humidity ~80-85 %. Plants were 

inoculated by B. cinerea isolates discs on the leaves. In order to evaluate strawberry cv. ‘Deluxe’ photosynthesis system 

respond (instantaneous photosynthesis (Pn)) to infection by pathogens in light effect all non-destructive measurements 

(chlorophyll fluorescence ratios, leaf pigments and optical indices) were done 1, 3, and 5 days after inoculation. 

It was determined, instantaneous photosynthesis intensity (Pn) has decreased 27 % after first day inoculation by B. 

cinerea comparing with non-inoculated plants under LED lighting. After third day, Pn decreased more than previous 

day – 23%. Thus, after five days was measured higher photosynthesis intensity, comparing with first and third-day 

measurements. The same trend was determined under HPS lights. In first and third day after inoculation Pn was reduced 

20% and 11% respectively, comparing with non-inoculated plants. After five days Pn increased. Chlorophyll 

fluorescence results showed, that after first day inoculation under LED maximum quantum yield (Fm/Fv) was 

decreased ~3,7%. However, under HPS this ratio was higher ~6,3% comparing with non-inoculated. The same trends 

were measured in next days. Comparing II photosystem efficiency (Y(II)) and electron transport rate (ETR) after first 

day and five-day results showed soft suppression of ratios, though in third day were measured intensive photochemistry. 

Leaf pigments measurements under LED light first day after inoculation showed reduction of Chl index (~4,6%), 

respectively. The same results measured in other indexes. Not significant increasement fixed in third day after 

inoculation, thus in five-day indices slightly decreased again. Under HPS light were measured 7,1% Chl increasement 

after first day inoculation by B.cinerea, comparing with non-inoculated. Leaf optical properties measurements showed 

slight increasement comparing all experiments days. Photochemical reflectance index (PRI) and photochemical 

senescence reflectance indexes under HPS light showed more intensive respond. 

In conclusion, B. cinerea had significant effect on Pn intensity suppression and reduced it after inoculation. In 5 

days Pn increased more than initial Pn in first days. Strawberry leaf pigments and optical indices did not show 

significant differences comparing both illuminations. Under HPS light strawberry indexes respond was slightly higher 

than LED. 
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